World History AP
Agenda

Monday,
Welcome
Introductions
What would you like to get from this institute?
Discussion
  What is World History?
  What is not World History?
  What are the difficulties in teaching World History?
  Why teach a global perspective?
  What are the advantages and disadvantages of a World History course?

The Elephant
Acorn Book: Equity and the Audit
Calendar:
  Continue with ACORN
  Marshall Hodgson
Lesson: Hemispheric Interregional Approach.
  Afeurasia
  How big is Africa?
Film: The Real Eve
Homework: Review the Five Themes.
  Review that lesson to share and adapt it to one of the five themes.

Tuesday,
Questions? Comments
Sign up for lessons
Acorn
Lesson: Guns, Germs and Steel
  Discuss what is “civilization?”
  Why is it a problematic concept?
World History AP Resources: Experiencing World History
Paul V. Adams, Erick Langer, Lily Hwa, Peter N. Stearns, and Merry E. Wiesner Hanks.
Acorn book
The DBQ
How to teach the DQB
Scoring the DBQ
Homework:
  Lynda Shaffer’s Southernization

Wednesday,
Questions, comments
Southernization
Film: Hidden India: The Kerala Spicelands
AP Teaching About the Indian Ocean World
Lesson: Portuguese/Africa Encounter
CCOT
  Teaching the CCOT rubrics
  Scoring and processing the 2012 CCOT
other CCOTs
Introduction to Focus Book
Homework: Focus Book
Lesson Sharing

Thursday,
Discuss Focus Book
AP Teaching About 20th Century Latin America and Africa in World History
Lesson: Nationalism
Go over multiple choice exam: type of questions
How to test in the classroom setting.
How to use the released test
Comparison question
  How to teach it.
  Scoring the CC and debriefing it.
Acorn book
Lesson sharing

Friday,
World History AP Resources
Time to work on lesson ideas
Wrap up any questions
lesson sharing